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Executive Summarv

The Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction (ICSSC)
recommends use of building codes which are substantially equivalent to
the National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program Recommended Provi-
sions for the Development of Seismic Rej.:.dations for New Buildings
(NEHRP Provisions) for new federal construction.

The intent of this study is to review the seismic provisions of the current
editions the BOCA National, SBCCI Standard and the ICBO Uniform
Codes to determine whether the codes provide an equivalent level of
safety to that contained in the 1991 Edition of the NEHRP Provisions. In
addition the provisions of the CABO One and Two Family Dwelling
Code and ASCE 7-93 are be reviewed.

The NEHRP Provisions have been adopted in code format by the 1993
BOCA and 1994 Standard Building Codes and ASCE 7-93. The Uniform
Building Code adopts the seismic provisions developed by the Structural
Engineers’ Association of California (SEAOC). The CABO code is a pre-
scriptive code that has requirements for seismic safety.

The ICSSC previously commissioned a study comparing the model and
CABO codes to the 1988 NEW Provisions. The findings of that study
were that a design under any of the three model codes provided equivalent
safety to that anticipated under the 1988 NEHRP Provisions. The CABO
code provided equivalent safety for wood frame buildings up to 2 stories
or 35 feet in height.

This study reviewed the changes from the 1988 NEHRP Provisions to the
1991 NEHRP Provisions and compared them to the current editions of the
model codes. In addition ASCE 7-93 was reviewed since its seismic provi-
sions are based on the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

The study found that the provisions adopted by the 1993 BOCA and the
1994 Standard Building Codes and ASCE 7-93 are virtually identical to
those in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. The study also determined that the
provisions of the 1994 Uniform Building Code provided a level of safety
substantially equivalent to that intended by the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.
The 1992 CABO One and Two Family Dwelling Code was found equiva-
lent only for light wood frame buildings of 2 stories or 35 feet in height
maximum in the highest seismic zones and all wood frame buildings in
the lower seismic zones.
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L Introduction

Scope and Intent

Executive Order 12699 established the requirements for seismic design
standards for new federally owned, leased, assisted and regulated building
projects. The Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction
(ICSSC) recommends use of building codes which are substantially
equivalent to/or exceed the National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Pro-
gram Recommended Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regula-
tions for New Buildings (NEHRP Provisions) for purposes of implement-
ing EO 12699.

Background

Jn 1992, the Council of American Building Officials (CABO) conducted a
study to review the seismic provisions of the current editions of the model
codes. The study was to determine whether the use of these codes resulted
in buildings that were substantially equivalent to the intent of the 1988 edi-
tion of the NEHRP Provisions. Included in this study were the:

1989 CABO One and Two Family Dwelling Code

1992 Supplement to the BOCA National Building Code

1992 Amendments to the SBCCI Standard Building Code

1991 ICBO Uniform Building Code

At that time BOCA and SBCCI had adopted provisions based on the 1988
NEHRP Provisions and some of the adopted, but not published, 1991
NEHRP Provisions. Since codes are typically published every three years
the adopted provisions were included in the supplements of the codes.

The approach used in the CABO study was a review of the adopted provi-
sions of BOCA and SBCCI to determine whether they were equivalent to
the 1988 NEHRP Provisions. The findings were that the BOCA National
and SBCCI Standard Building codes had adopted the NEHRP Provisions
essentially unchanged into the editions cited above. Both codes were
found to be substantially equivalent to the NEHRP Provisions.

The review of the UBC required a more rigorous approach. The UBC seis-
mic provisions are based on the seismic design provisions developed by
the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC). These provi-
sions are different from the NEHRP Provisions in that they use an allow-
able stress approach whereas NEHRP Provisions uses an ultimate strength
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(strength) design approach. The study of the UBC included a side by
side comparison of provisions and a series of design case studies.

The side by side comparison concluded that the contents of the UBC
and the NEHRP Provisions included the same engineering design ap-
proach. Each contained equivalent geotechnical, foundation, materials

and quality control requirements. The design case studies found that the
buildings designed under the UBC provided the same level of safety as
the buildings designed under the NEHRP Provisions. The details of the
review are discussed under the UBC later in this report.

The seismic requirements of the CABO code were found to be signif-
icantly different from those in the NEHRP Provisions. Some buildings
are exempt from the requirements of the NEHRP Provisions, but are
covered by provisions of the CABO code. However, for all other dwel-
lings, the comparison showed that the existing CABO provisions were
not sufficient to provide substantial equivalence to the NEHRP
Provisions. The CABO code could be used only for all dwellings in
areas of low seismic hazard and most low-rise wood frame dwellings in
regions of moderate and high seismic hazard and result in a level of
seismic safety significantly equivalent to the NEHRP Provisions.

ASCE 7-93 was not reviewed in the previous study.

The overall findings of the 1992 report were that BOCA, SBCCI and
UBC provided an equivalent level of safety to the 1988 NEHRP
Provisions. The CABO code could be used under limited conditions to
provide a similar level of safety.

Intent of This Study

Since the earlier CABO report, the NEHIW Provisions have been
updated and the 1991 NEHRP Provisions published. This study is
intended to review the current editions of the model codes, and other
applicable national standards, to determine whether they provide a
substantially equivalent level of safety to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

The codes reviewed for this study are:

1993 BOCA/National Building Code

1994 Standard Building Code

1994 Uniform Building Code

ASCE 7-93 “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures”
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1992 CABO One and Two Family Dwelling Code

The NEHRP Provisions have been modified to code format and adopted

by the BOCA and Standard Building Codes. The Uniform Building Code
adopts the seismic provisions developed by the Structural Engineers’ As-
sociation of California (SEAOC). The CABO Code is a prescriptive code,
not a design document. In addition, the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers has published ASCE 7-93 Minimum Design Loads for Buildings
and Other Structures which includes seismic provisions based on the 1991
NEHRP Provisions.

The format for presentation is as follows:

Specific provisions and sections that are common to all codes were
reviewed in a side by side format that notes the comparable sections
or tables. Significant differences, with their implications, are de-
scribed and discussed. The complete side by side comparison is not
included herein.

Where the provisions of the 1991 NEHRP Provisions have been
changed from the 1988 NEHRP Provisions, the changes are shown.
These are shown in italics so the reader can compare them. Differ-
ences with the codes are described and the implications of the
differences noted.

A “crosswalk” between the provisions of the three model codes and
ASCE 7-93 is provided in the Appendix.

A section providing a tabular presentation of the standards for con-
struction materials adopted by the model codes and the 1991 NEHRP
Provisions is included in the materials section of this study. In
addition, there are comparisons for foundations and quality assur-
ance.
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IL Methodology

The following describes the general approach to this review.

Review Changes to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions - Each change included
in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions was reviewed. The changes that would af-
fect the design of a building or scope of coverage were noted for use in
the report.

Review Current Edition of the Model Codes - The current edition was cle-
fined as noted in the introduction. The provisions of each of the three
model codes were reviewed. The code changes from the previous editions
were identified. In the case of BOCA and SBCCI, the NEHRP Provisions
were initially added in each code’s annual supplement. The current edition
is the first in which the entire NEHRP Provisions were published. Thus
for all practical purposes all the provisions are new in these model codes.

In addition the CABO 1 and 2 Family Dwelling Code was reviewed as
part of the model code review.

ASCE 7-93 standard was reviewed in a manner similar to the model codes.

Compare Engineering Design Provisions - Revisions and new provisions
in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions, were reviewed in their entirety and com-
pared with the reviewed documents. The provisions were compared side-
by-side with the provisions in the model codes and ASCE 7. Where differ-
ences occurred, a determination was made whether they were editorial,
modifications for code language or a substantive change. The complete
side by side comparison is not included herein. Only significant changes
are shown. For reference, the changes in the NEHRP Provisions are
shown in italics so the reader can quickly compare the provisions.

Compare Material Design Standards, Foundation Design Requirements
and Quality Assurance Provisions in Each Code - The materials design cri-
teria and standards adopted for design are compared in a tabular form.
Similar tables are provided for foundation design requirements and the
quality control provisions and special testing requirements.

Summary and Conclusions - The observations were considered and the
findings and conclusions are summarized in a chapter.



Ill. Com~arison of the Codes

Overview

This section begins with several resources to assist the reader. The first is
a series of definitions of terms used in the NEHRP Provisions that are
used throughout the comparison. The second is a table of the Seismic Per-
formance Categories (SPC). The intent is to permit the user to understand
the requirements of the NEHRP Provisions.

Following this overview is a section summarizing the individual model
code provisions. The significant findings of the earlier CABO study are
noted for the individual model codes. The Appendix includes a crosswalk
table that includes a section-by-section reference between the 1991
NEHRP Provisions, the three model codes and ASCE 7-93. Within the
Appendix there is a second table that serves as an index to tables in the
several codes, ASCE 7 and the NEHRP Provisions. These are intended to
assist the user in finding the equivalent section in any of the documents.

These are followed by a tabular comparison of referenced materials stand-
ards. Next is a side by side section listing of the foundation requirements.
The model code format is to have the foundation sections separate, similar
to the materials sections. Last is the quality control provisions, again
shown in a comparison table.

Terms and Definitions

The following terms are used by the NEHRP Provisions and throughout
this report.

SHEG - Seismic Hazard Exposure Group. This is a classification
assigned to a building based on its occupancy or character of use.
There are three groups, I, II and III. Group III is associated with uses
requiring the highest level of protection.

SPC - Seismic Performance Category. This is a measure of the degree
of protection provided for the public and building occupants against
the potential hazards resulting from the effects of earthquakes mo-
tions on buildings. Categories range from A through E, with E being
the highest level of design performance.

A“ - Effective peak velocity related acceleration. This is the antici-
pated ground movement in a specific region or site.



A. Tables and Matrices

Figure 1 shows the applicability of the NEHRP Provisions. This can be
used to understand the structures regulated by these provisions. The proc-
ess of determining the design procedures is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1, below, from NEHRP illustrates the SHEG, SPC and AVin tabular
form. Table 2 shows the various requirements based on the SPC of the
building. The SPC becomes more restrictive from SPC Categories A
through E. Thus the requirements increase as a building’s occupancy
group and regional seisrnicity becomes greater.

Tables A-1 and A-2 in the Appendix provide a crosswalk between the vari-
ous codes. They may be used for comparing the requirements or for find-
ing similar provisions in the several codes.

Earthquake Design Maps

Each model code and the 1991 NEHRP Provisions adopt maps of the
United States that indicate the anticipated acceleration (AV) or Seismic
Zone based on acceleration. In different codes the maps maybe taken
from different sources. In reviewing the maps the AVmaps in BOCA and
SBCCI are based on the NEHRP maps and are substantially equivalent.
The Seismic Zone maps in the UBC typically have acceleration values
equal to or greater than those in NEHRP.

ASCE 7-93 adopts the NEHRP maps. Minor differences occur but the
maps are more restrictive than the NEHRP maps.

The CABO One and Two Family Code adopts the Seismic Zone concept
and uses a map similar to that in the UBC.

Table 1- Seismic Performance Category

Value of AV Seismic Hazard Exposure Group

I II III

AV<0.05
A A A

0.05 S Av <0.10
B B c

O.lOSA. <O.15
c c c

0.15 SAV<0.20
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h
Table 2- Design Considerations for Seismic Performance Category

CRITERIA A B c D E

Strength of Building Elements Connections J J J J d

Anchorage of Concrete or Masonry Walls d d / / J

Anchorage of Non-Structural Systems / d d J I/

>omponent Load Effects J J J J
1 I I

~einforcement at Openings d J d J

+eight Limitations for Buildings with Weak Sto- J d d J
ies

~on-Redundant Svstems d d J /

Collector Elements I/ J J I/
I I I 1

Design of Diaphragms d J J J
,

Bearing Walls and Anchorage J J d
(9

/
1 & 1

Inverted Pendulum-Type Structures d J J J
i I i 1

Non-parallel Lateral Force Resisting Systems J J d
r

!Orthoaonal Load Effects I I I I I 9/

)iaphragm Connections for Buildings with Plan J 4
regularities or Vertical Offset

Qertical Seismic Forces / d

The NEHRP requirements increase as a function of the
SPC Category of a structure. This table illustrates the in-
creasing requirements as a basis of the SPC.

1991 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project
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B. 1993 BOCA/National Building Code

The 1993 BOCA National Building Code is the first edition to completely
print the adopted NEHRP Provisions. Previously the provisions were in-
cluded in the 1992 Supplement to the code. Basically BOCA took the
NEHRP “model” Provisions and converted them to code language. Com-
mentary or tentative provisions were not included.

The 1992 CABO report noted the following differences between the 1992
Supplement and the 19$8 NEHRP Recommended Provisions:

Components including architectural, mechanical and electrical -
Components in buildings in low SPC categories were made exempt
in the BOCA code. (The basis for this is that the building as a whole
was exempt.) BOCA also modified and simplified the requirements
for some mechanical, electrical and architectural components.
NEHRP has a very detailed breakdown of partition types for example.
Design of sprinkler pipe bracing is referenced to NFiPA 13 as the
design standard by BOCA.

Adopted standards - BOCA has adopted later industry standards than
NEHRP leading to possible minor design differences.

Materials - BOCA permits particleboard shear walls, not included in
NEHRP.

Updates - BOCA already adopted some provisions of the 1991
NEHRP Provisions before they were published.

The report concluded that the BOCA seismic provisions were basically an
editorial revision of the 1988 and 1991 NEHRP Recommended Provisions
and that the provisions were appropriate to use to meet the intent of the
NEHRP Provisions.

Observations in this study

The following differences were noted in the review of the seismic design
provisions of the 1993 BOCA building code.

NEHRP Section 1.4.2.5 Group III Function - NEHRP has a requirement
for designated seismic systems to be, so far as practical, functional during
and after an earthquake. BOCA does not have this requirement. The
NEHRP provision maybe difficult to enforce in a model code. There is no
safety issue with this not being included in BOCA.

BOCA has adopted higher R values for IMF and OMF concrete frames.
The result of this is that the structures are designed for a lower base shear
than under NEHRP. This is less restrictive than the 1991 NEHRP. The

10



1994 NEHRP has reportedly revised its R values and BOCA and NEHRP
will be the same in the future. This difference is not shown in the code
text but is in the tables. Based on the pending change to the NEHRP Provi-
sions there is no safety implication of this difference.

Section 3.8 of NEHRP defines the Deflection and Drift Limits. BOCA,
Section 1612.3.7 allows greater drift than NEHRP. This is compared in
the conclusions chapter of this report. Drift limits are a damage control
measure and do not affect safety.

For architectural components, BOCA has simplified the partition bracing
requirements of NEHRP. There is no safety issue with this change.

BOCA has reduced the design SPF for some architectural, mechanical and
electrical components and elevators in some SPC categories. These are
shown in the tables in Chapter 4, Conclusions. These changes appear to be
judgment changes on risk and do not affect safety.

On the following pages is a partial side by side comparison of selected pro-
visions of the 1993 BOCA and 1991 NEHRP Provisions. These are to pro-
vide a sense of how BOCA compares to NEHRP but do not illustrate all
the provisions or all the differences. Selected differences between the
NEHRP Provisions and BOCA are shown in the side by side comparison.

Essentially the 1993 BOCA code technical seismic provisions and 1991
NEHRP Provisions are substantially equivalent.

11



1993BOCANational Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

SECTION 1612.0EARTHQUAKELOADS

1612.1General: Every building and structure shall be
designed and constructed to resist the effects of earth-
quake motions determined in accordance with this
section. Additions and changes of occupancy to exist-
ing buildlngs and structures shall be designed and
constructed to resist the effects of earthquake motions
determined in accordance with this section. Special
structures, including but not limited to vehicular
bridges, transmission towers, industrial towers and
equipment, piers and wharves, and hydraulic struc-
tures shall be designed for earthquake loads utilizing
in approved, substantiated analysis.

Exceptions

G 1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings that
are located in seismic map areas having an effec-
tive peak velocity-related acceleration (Av) value
less than 0.15, in accordance with Section
1612.1.3, are exempt from the requirements of
this section.

2. Agricultural storage buildings which are in-
tended only for incidental human occupancy are
exempt from the requirements of this section,

3. Buildings or structures located where the seis-
mic coefficient representing the effective peak
velocity-related acceleration (Av) is less than
0.05, are only required to comply with Section
1612.3.6.1.

4. The seismic force-resisting system of wood
frame buildings that conform to the provisions of
Section 2305.8 and are constructed in accordance
with Section 2305.0 and Section 1612.3.6.1 are
not required to be analyzed as specified in Sec-
tions 1612.3 through 1612.5.

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.2 SCOPE: Every building, and portion thereo$ shall
be designed by these provisions. Additions to existing
buildings also shall be designed and constructed to re-
sist the effects of earthquake motions determined as
prescribed by these provisions. Existing buildings and
alterations and repairs to existing buildings need only
comply with these provisions when required by Sec.
1.3.1 through 1.3.3.

EXCEPTIONS:
1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings that
are located in seismic map areas having an effec-
tive peak velocity-related acceleration (Av) value
less than 0.15 are exempt from the requirements of
these provisions.

2. Agricultural’ storage buildings that are intended
only for incidental human occupancy are exempt
from the requirements of these provisions.

3. Buildings located in seismic map areas having
an effective peak velocity-related acceleration (Av)
value less than 0.05 shall only be required to com-
ply with Sec. 3.6.1.

Special structures includlng, but not limited to, bridges,
transmission towers, industrial towers and equipment,
piers and wharves, hydraulic structures, and nuclear re-
actors require special consideration of their response
characteristics and environment that is beyond the
scope of these provisions.

The BOCA seismic provisions mirror the
NEHRP provisions in a general way. The
technical provisions of the BOCA seismic
provisions are equivalent to the NEHRP.

In sections that relate to other adopted stand-
ards or code chapters, and in sections on appli-
cability, BOCA follows a code format rather
than the modei provisions approach of
NEHRP. Throughout this side by side com-
parison of BOCA to NEHRP, few comments
are offered since the two documents are simi-
lar. The same structure would result from us-
ing either for design.

In this section the applicability of the provi-
sions are presented in the BOCA code writing
format but contain the same requirements for
buildings.



1993 BOCA National Building Code

1612.1.1 Additions to existing buildings: An addi-
tion that is structurallyindependentfrom an existing
buildingshallbe designedand constructedin accord-
ancewith the seismicrequirementsfor newbuildings.
An additionthat is not structurallyindependentfrom
an existingbuildingshallbe designedand constructed
such that the entire building conforms to the seismic
requirements for new buildings unless the following
three provisions are complied with:

1. The addition complies with the seismic require-
ments for new buildings;

2. The addition shall not increase the seismic forces in
any structural element of the existing building by
more than 5 percent unless the increased forces on the

A
CA) element are still in compliance with these provisions;

and

3. The addition shall not decrease the seismic resis-
tance of any structural element of the existing build-
ing below that required for new buildings.

1612.1.2 Change of occupancy: Where a change of
occupancy results in an existing building being reclas-
sified to a higher Seismic Hazard Exposure Group,
the building shall conform to the seismic require-
ments for new buildings.

Exception: Upgrading the building for the seis-
mic requirements of this section is not required
for buildings located in seismic map areas having
an effective peak velocity-related acceleration
(A,) value of less than 0.15 where the change of
occupancy results in a building being reclassified
from Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I to Seis-
mic Hazard Exposure Group II.

1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

1.3.2 ADDITIONS TO EXISTING BUILDINGS: Addi-
tions shall be made to existing buildings only as follows:

1.3.2.1: An aaliition that is structurally independent from
an existing building shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with the seismic requirements here in.

1.3.2.2: *An aaliition that is not structurally independent
from an existing building shall be designed and con-
structed such that the entire building conforms to the seis-
mic force resistance requirements for new buildings un-
less thefollowing three conditions are complied with:

1. The addition shall comply with the requirements for
new buildings, and

2. The addition shall not increase the seismic forces in any
structural element of the existing building by more than 5
percent unless the capacity of the element subject to the
increased forces is still in compliance with these provi-
sions, and

3. The addition shall not decrease the seismic resistance
of any structural element of the existing building unless
the reduced seismic resistance of the element is equal to
or greater than that required for new buildings.

1.3.3 CHANGE OF USE When a change of use results
in a building being reclassified to a higher Seismic
Hazard Exposure Group, the building shall conform to
the seismic requirements for new construction.

EXCEPTION: When a change of use results in a
building being reclassified from Seismic Hazard
Exposure Group I to Seismic Hazard Exposure
Group II, compliance with these provisions is not
required if the building is located in a seismic map
area having an effective peak veloci~-related ac-
celeration (Av) value of less than 0.15.



1993 B(3CA National Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

1612.6.3.2 Architectural component deformation:
Architectural components shall be designed for the
design story drift of the structural seismic-resisting
system determined in accordance with Sections
1612.4.5.1 or in accordance with Sections 1612,5.6
and 1612.5.8. Architectural components shall be de-
signed for vertical deflection due to joint rotation of
cantilever structural members.

Exception: Architectural components having a
performance criteria factor of 0.5 shall be de-
signed for 50 percent of the design story drift.

1612.6.3.3 Ceilings: Provision shall be made for the
lateral support and interaction of other architectural,
mechanical and electrical systems or components in-
corporated into the ceiling which impose seismic
forces into the ceiling system,

1612.6.4.2 Component attachment: Systems, com-
ponents and the means of their attachment shall be de-
signed to accommodate relative seismic displace-
ments between points of support. Displacements at
points of support shall be determined in accordance
with Section 1612.4.5 or 1612.5.8. Relative lateral

CHAPTER 8

ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENT DEFORMA- Differences in the requirements for architec-
TION tural components between NEHRP and

BOCA are shown in the tables in the Conclu-
sions chapter.

8.2.5 OUT-OF-PLANE BENDING: Transverse or
out-of-plane bending of deformation of a component
or system that is subjected to forces as determined in
Eq. 8-1 shall not exceed the deflection capability of
the component or system.

8.2.6 CEILINGS: Provisions shall be made for the lat-
eral support an&or interaction of other architectural,
mechanical, and electrical systems or components that
may be incorporated into the ceiling and may impose
seismic forces into the ceiling system.

8.3.4 COMPONENT ATTACHMENT: Component
supporting mechanisms shall be designed for the forces
determined in Sec. 8.3.2 and in conformance with Chap-
ters 9, 10, 11, or 12 for the materials comprising the
means of attachment.



1993 BOCA National Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

displacements at points of support shall be determined
considering the difference in elevation between the
supports and considering full out-of-phase displace-
ments across portions of the building that are capable
of moving in a differential manner such as at seismic
and expansion joints. Anchor bolts shall be designed
for combined shear and tension. Restraining devices
shall be provided to limit the horizontal and vertical
motions, to prevent component resonance and to pre-
vail overturning.

Systems, components, and the means of their attach-
ment shall be designed to accommodate relative seis-
mic displacements between points of support. Displace-
ments at points of support shall be determined in
accordance with Eq. 4-10. Relative lateral displace-
ments at points of support shall be determined consid-
ering the difference in elevation between the supports
and considering full out-of-phase displacements across
portions of buildings that may move in a differential
manner such as at seismic and expansion joints.
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C. 1994 Standard Building Code - SBCCI

The 1994 Standard Building Code is the first edition to completely print
the adopted NEHRP Provisions. Previously the provisions were included
in the 1992 Amendments to the SBCCI code. Basically SBCCI took the
NEHRP “model” Provisions and converted them to code language. Com-
mentary or tentative provisions were not included.

Review of the 1992 report by CABO found no significant differences be-
tween the 1988 NEHRP Provisions and the 1992 Amendments to the
SBCCI.

Observations in this study

The following differences were noted in the review of the seismic design
provisions of the 1994 SBCCI Standard Building Code.

NEHRP Section 1.4.2.5 Group III Function - NEHRP has a requirement
for designated seismic systems to be, so far a practical, functional during
and after an earthquake. SBCCI does not have this requirement. This
would apply to structures in with greater Av and SPC Categories D and E.
The NEHRP provision maybe difficult to enforce. There is no safety is-
sue with this not being included in SBCCI.

SBCCI has adopted higher R values for IMF and OMF concrete frames.
The result of this is that the structures are designed for a lower base shear
than under NEHRP. This is less restrictive than the 1991 NEHRP. The
1994 NEHRP has reportedly revised its R values and SBCCI and NEHRP
will be the same in the future. This difference is not shown in the code
text but is in the tables. There is no safety implication of this difference.

Section 3.8 of NEHRP defines the Deflection and Drift Limits. SBCCI al-
lows greater drift than NEHRP. This is compared in the conclusions chap-
ter of this report. Drift limits area damage control measure and do not af-
fect safety.

For architectural components, SBCCI has simplified the partition bracing
requirements of NEHRP. There is no safety issue with this change.

SBCCI has reduced the design coefficient for selected architectural, me-
chanical and electrical components and elevators in some SPC categories.
These are shown in the tables in Chapter 4, Conclusions. These changes
appear to be judgment changes on risk and do not affect safety.

On the following pages is a partial side by side comparison of selected pro-
visions of the 1993 SBCCI and 1991 NEHRP provisions. These are to pro-
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vide a sense of how SBCCI compares to NEHRP but do not illustrate all
the provisions or all the differences. Selected differences between NEHRP
and SBCCI are shown in the side by side comparison.

The 1994 SBCCI code’s technical seismic provisions and 1991 NEHRP
Provisions are substantially equivalent.

17
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1607 EARTHQUAKELOADS

1607.1 .Genm-a!

1607.1.1 Scope. Eve building and stmcture, and
7Yeportion thereof, shall designed and constructed

to resist the effects of earth uake motions
1determined in accordance with 1 07. Additions

and change of occupancy to existing buildings and
structures shall be designed and constructed to
resist the effects of earth uake motions determined

t@ accordance with 1 07. Special structures,
mcludmg but not limited to vehicular bridges
transmission towers, industrial towers and
equipment, piers and wharves, and hydraulic
structures shall be designed for earthquake loads
using a properly substantiated analysis.

..4
KJ EXCEPTIONS:

1. Buildin s of detached one and two family
dwellmgs&mupR3)titam]mtitiwistic
map areas having an effective peak velocity -
related acceleration value, Av, according to
1607.1.5, kss than 0.15 are exempt from the
requirements of 1607,

2. A ricultund storage buildings which are
inten ed onl for incidental human ocm ancy

‘? 7are exempt mm the requirements of 160 .

3. Buildings or structures located where the
seismic coefficient representing the effective
peak velocity-related acderation, Av, is less
than 0.05 need only comply with 1607.3.6.1.

4. Buildin s of detached one and two family
dwellings &OUrI Wlwith abuildin~ height not
more th~ 35 f=t (1 .7m) or two stories, which
have sasmic load-resisting systems which are
entirely of wood frame construction in accordance
with the requirements of Chapter 23, and are lo-

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.2 SCOPE: E building, and potiion thereof,
Tshall be desi twd

5“
these protiions. Additions to

existing but mgs aLro shall be designed and
constructed to resist the efects of earthquake
motions determined as prescribed by these
provisions. Existin buildings and alterations and

i“repairs to eristing uuliings need only comply with
these revisions when required by Sec. 1.3.1.

5throug 1.3.3.

EXCEPTIONS:
1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings that
are kyated in seismic map areas having an
effectwe peak velocity-related acceleration (Av)
value Iess than 0.15 are exempt from the
requirements of these previsions.

2. A ricuhural stora e buildings that are
t “fmtem ed only for incl entd human omupancy

are exempt from the requirements of these
provisions.

3, BuiIdings located in seismic map areas
having an

F
ective peak w’ocity-related

acceleration ( v) valueless than 0.05 shall only
be required to comply with Sec. 3.6.1.

Special structures including, but not limited to,
bridgtx, transmission tcncnrs,w~~nk$l towers and
equipment, piers hydraulic
structures,. and nuclear reactors &uire special
consideration of their response characteristics and
environment that is beyond the scope of thew
provisions.

The SBCCI seismic previsions mirror the NEHRP
Provisions and are substantially equivalent to the
1991 NEHRP Provisions.

The SBCCI converted NEHRP into a code very
well and the side by side comparison illustrates
that either document would result in equivalent
design loads on a structure.



catedin seismic ma areas having an effective
J~r~[~~-rela acceleration, Av, equaloto

an 0.15, need only comply with
160$.3.6.1.

5&tu~dings assigned@ Seismic Performance

160?13, $ic~;#’~i~cl!;;!;is~
systems which are entirely of light frmm w
construction in accordance with the provisions
of Cha ter 23, need only comply with
1607.3./.1.

1607.1.3 Additions to Existing Buildin s. An addi-
tion which is structundl independent mm an ex-

?’” fisting building shall be. emgned apd constructed in
accordance with the seismic requmxnents for new

A
(9 buildings. An addition which is not structurally in-

dependent from an existin building shall be de-
%~igned and constructed suc that-the entire build-

“ YKr:sk?:
mg conforms to the seismic
buddmgs unless the following
complied witlx

1. The addition co lies with the seismic require-
“!?’ments for new bud mgs.

2. The+ addition shall not increase the s+smic
forces m any structural element of the exmtin
building b more than 5%. unless the. inc

i
A

forces on . e element are stall in comphanm with
these provmons.

1.3.2 ADDITIONS TO EXISTING BUILDINGS:
Additions shall be made to existing buildings only
as follows:

1.3.2.1: An aal.iition that is structurally

J
independent m an existing buikiing shall be
designed a constructed in accordance with the
seismic requirements herein.

~.3.2.2:* An aallition that is not structurally
independent porn an twisting buifding shall be
designed and constructed such that the entire
building cwnformsto the seismic force resistana?
re uirements for new buildings unless the
fo~wing three txmditions are wmplied with:

1. The addition shall mmply with the requirements
for new buikiings, and

2. Zhe dition shall not increrme the seismic
~;~nv any structural ektnent of the dsting

?
more than 5 percent unfess the

capaci~ o the element subject to the increased
f~?s w still in wmpliance with these provisions,

3. The addition shall not decrease the ae@ic
resjs~ce of any structural element of the exlstmg
bmldmg below that requmd for new buddmgs. 3. lhe aa2iition shall not &creae the seismic

nwistance of anv structural element of the existing

SBCCI exempts light frame wood construction in
SPC B. Prescriptive $i~~onso in SBCCI will
result in a building

r &lW$:\k::Wto one designed un er the

buitiing unkss”the reduced seismic ksistance <f
the element is equal to or greater than that
required for new buik.iings.



1994 Standard Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

1607.3 Structural Design Requirements

1607.3.3.5 Seismic Performance Category E. The
framing systems of building assigned to Category E
shall conform to the requirements of 1607.3.3.4 for
Category D and to the additional requirements and
limitations of this section. The building height limita-
tion in 1607.3 .3.4.1 is reduced to 160 ft (48.8 m) for
buildings assigned to Seismic Performance Category
E.

N
o

CHAPTER 3

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

3.3.5 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY E:
The framing systems of buildings assigned to Category
E shall conform to the requirements of Sec. 3.3.4 for
Category D and to the additional requirements and
limitations of this section. The height limitation of Sec.
3.3.4.1 shall be reduced from 160 feet and 100 feet
and, for braced frame or shear wall systems, the maxi-
mum height shall be reduced from 240 feet to 160 feet.



1994 Standard Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

1607.6 Architectural, Mechanical and Electrical
Components and Systems

All components and systems in buildings shall be de-
signed and constructed to resist seismic forces deter-
mined in accordance with this section.

EXCEPTIONS:
1. Architectural components in buildings as-
signed to Seismic Performance Category A are
exempt from the requirements of this section.

2. Mechanical and electrical components and sys-
tems in buildings assigned to Seismic Perform-
ance Category A or B are exempt from the
requirements of this section.

N
3. Architectural, mechanical and electrical com-
ponents and systems in buildings assigned to
Seismic Performance Category B or C, are in
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I buildings, and
have a Performance Criteria Factor of 0.5, are ex-
empt from the requirements of this section.

4. Elevator components and systems in buildings
assigned to Seismic Performance Category A or
B are exempt from the requirements of thk sec-
tion. Elevator components and systems in build-
ings assigned to Seismic Performance Category
C, and are in Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
buildings, are exempt from the requirements of
this section.

1607.6.3.3 Ceilings. Provision shall be made for the
lateral support and interaction of other architectural,
mechanical and electrical systems or components in-
corporated into the ceiling which impose seismic
forces into the ceiling system.

CHAPTER 8

8.1 GENERAL This chapter establishes minimum
design levels for architectural, mechanical, and elec- Exceptions for architectural components, me-
trical systems and components recognizing occupancy chanicai zml electrical equipment and eleva-
use, occupant load, and need for operational continu- tors are different. The tables in the Conclu-
ity. sions chapter illustrate the differences. The

structures designed will be equivalent to the
All architectural, mechanical, and electrical systems NEHRP Provisions for safety.
and components and systems in building shall be de-
signed and constructed to resists seismic forces deter-
mined in accordance with this chapter.

EXCEPTION: The following components and sys-
tems are exempt from the requirements of this chap-
te~

1. Those systems or components assigned a perform-
ance criteria factor of 0.5 in Table 8.2.2 or 8.3.2a in
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I buildlngs located
in areas with a value of Av less than 0.15 or in Seis-
mic Hazard Exposure Group II buildlngs located in
areas with a value of Av less than 0.05.

2. Elevator systems in Seismic Hazard Exposure
Group I buildings located in areas with a value of Av
less than 0.15 or in Seismic Hazard Exposure Group
II buildings located in areas with a value of Av less
than 0.05.



t). 1994 Uniform Building Code I-I(2BO

Background

The 1992 CABO report included an in-depth review of the 1991 Uniform
Building Code (UBC). The report reviewed the code provisions and con-
tained several case studies to determine the differences, if any, from build-
ings designed under the 1988 NEHRP Provisions.

The UBC seismic provisions are based on those developed by the Struc-
tural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC). These provisions use
the traditional working stress approach whereas the NEHRP Provisions
use a strength design approach. The two are not numerically comparable
in a side by side review. However a review can determine whether the
same design issues and approaches are used. The following is a list of de-
sign issues contained in NEHRI?. These were compared with the similar
provisions within the UBC in the CABO Study.

Applicability of Provisions

Determination of

Appropriate Ground Motion (Seismic Zone or Av)

Occupancy Requirements (SHEG and SPC)

Soil Factors

Structural Requirements (based on Av or Seismic Zone)

Classification of Structural Framing System

Determination of R factor

Determine whether a Modal Analysis or or Equivalent Lateral Force
Procedure is to be used

Determine the Strength of Elements required - Load Combinations

Determine that Drift is within limits

Check Detailing Requirements.

Design by specific materials requirements

Design Foundation

Design Nonstructural elements

Determine Quality Assurance Requirements

The study found that the UBC contained each of the above requirements
within the code. A series of design case studies was completed using the
requirements of each set of provisions. In each case study equivalent accel-
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eration values were used. The findings were that buildings designed under
either set of provisions provided substantially equivalent levels of safety.

The report noted the following differences between the 1991 UBC and the
1988 NEHRP Recommended Provisions:

Quality Control - Both UBC and NEHRP have requirements for
inspection. NEHRP requires a Quality Assurance Program to be
developed for SPC D and E structures. UBC does not. The UBC has
additional requirements for structural observation not included in the
NEHRP Provisions.

Non-structural Components - NEHRP requires more inspection of
nonstructural items such as electrical and mechanical components.
Both sets of provisions regulate the same items, the NEHRP Provi-
sions in a much more detailed manner.

Drift Limit - The UBC permits greater drift limits than those required
under the NEHRP Provisions. In buildings where damage reduction
or continued functionality is necessary, NEHRP imposes reduced
drift limits. The UBC deals with the importance factor by imposing
a greater base shear for these structures. This increases the design
loads on the building. Under the UBC, the drift limits are the same
regardless of occupancy.

Geotechrucal Requirements - NEHRP requires the designer to as-
sume the worst type of soil condition without a geotechnical investi-
gation. UBC uses a more probable minimum soil factor.

Spread Footing Ties - NEHRP requires crossties between spread
footings of SPC D and E buildings. The UBC does not.

R Factors - The R factor in NEHRP and the Rw in UBC are not
comparable. NEHRP has values for structural types not contained in
UBC. The description of irregular structures is the same in each
document.

Detailing Requirements - NEHRP has additional detailed require-
ments for various construction materials, wood, steel, masonry and
prestressed concrete, that are more restrictive than the UBC. There
are provisions in the UBC that are more restrictive than NEHRP for
concrete.

Shear Distribution into Resisting Elements - The UBC permits dis-
tribution of loads to walls by tributary areas in buildings with flexible
diaphragms. NEHRP requires the loads to be distributed by wall
rigidity regardless of diaphragm type.

The report concluded that a building constructed under either set of provi-
sions would provide an equivalent level of safety and that the provisions
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are substantially equivalent. The chart below compares Seismic Zones to
Av.

Seismic Zone and Occupancy Comparison

1994 UBC Table 16-K

Iv Ill 11,I
1991 NEHRP SHEG

Av I II Ill

Seismic Zone SPC

4, 3 0.2 c Av D D E

2B 0.15< Av< 0.20 c D D

2A O.1O<AV<O.I5 c c c

1 10.05 <Av<0.1 I B I B \ C I

Current Work

This study reviewed changes to the 1994 UBC and compared them to the
1991 NEHRP Provisions. There were no major changes to the 1994 UBC
from the 1991 UBC, only minor, detail design requirement changes.
These, however, brought the UBC closer to the 1991 NEHRP in some
ways. These details cannot readily be compared to NEHRP without design
examples. Since the original study found the codes to substantially equiva-
lent and because the recent changes are minor, there are no additional
safety implications.

Example changes that bring the UBC closer to NEHRP are:

The requirement that shear from flexible diaphragms must now be
distributed into shear resisting elements as a function of the their
stiffness. This was identified as a difference in the 1992 CABO
report.

Additional lateral force resisting systems have been added to the Rw
tables in the UBC, including types included in the NEHRP Provisions

The UBC has also added provisions for structural wood panel shear
walls, similar to those in the NEHRP Provisions.
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The UBC uses Seismic Zones to define the design ground motion in an
area. The accelerations specified in the UBC maps were equal to or
greater than those required in the NEHRP Provisions. A comparison of
Seismic Zones to Av areas was shown on the previous page.

A partial side by side comparison of the 1994 UBC to the 1991 NEHRP
follows this page. The intent is to illustrate that the UBC provisions con-
tain similar engineering requirements to those in the NEHRP Provisions.

The 1994 UBC technical seismic provisions and 1991 NEHRP Provisions
result in buildings of equivalent safety.

(
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1994 Uniform Building Code 1991NEHRP Provisions Comments

SECTION 1627 — CRITERIA SELECTION

1627.1 Basis for Design. The procedures and limita-
tions for the design of structures shall be determined
considering zoning, site characteristics, occupancy,
configuration, structural system and height in accord-
ance with this section. The minimum design seismic
forces shall be those determined in accordance with
the static lateral force procedure of Section 1628 ex-
cept as modified by Section 1629.5.3. One– and two-
family dwellings in Seismic Zone 1 need not conform
to the provisions of this section.

1627.2 Seismic Zones. Each site shall be assigned to
a seismic zone in accordance with Figure 16–2. Each
structure shall be assigned a zone factor, Z, in accord-
ance with Table 16-I.

1627.3 Site Geology and Soil Characteristics. Soil
profile type and site coefficient, S, shall be estab-
lished in accordance with Table 16-J.

1627.4 Occupancy Categories. For purposes of
earthquake-resistant design, each structure shall be
placed in one of the occupancy categories listed in Ta-
ble 16–K. Table 16–K lists importance factors, 1, and
review requirements for each catego~.

1627.6 Structural Systems.

1627.6.1 General. Structural systems shall be classi-
fied as one of the types listed in Table 16-N and de-
fined in this subsection.

1.2 SCOPE

1.3 APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS

1.4.1 SEISMIC GROUND ACCELERATION
MAPS

3.2 SITE COEFFICIENT

1.4.2 SEISMIC HAZARD EXPOSURE GROUP

Several representative provisions of the UBC
are included here to illustrate that the UBC and
NEHRP are very similar in structure and de-
sign requirements.

The UBC has exemptions for dwellings in
Seismic Zones O and 1. Both documents permit
the use of conventional fiarning provisions to
be used for buildings in the lowest seismic
zones.

The UBC regulates all buildings regulated by
NEHRP. Each code requires additions to be de-
signed for seismic forces.

The UBC uses Seismic Zones and NEHRP
uses Effective Peak Acceleration and Effective
Peak Velocity Related Acceleration. These are
represented by Aa and Av.

Each of these methods provide the engineer
with the base shear design loads.

Designers using either of the provisions must
consider the soil characteristics.

Both the UBC and NEHRP use the same gen-
eral occupancy categories. Each uses a differ-
ent numbering system to identify groups.

The attached chart compares Seismic Zones
and Occupancies between the documents.

Both the UBC and NEHRP use a response
modification factor “R” to define the various
structural types. These are not numerically
comparable.

Similar requirements are included based on
materials, frame type and height limitations.
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1994 Uniform Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

1627.8 Selection of Lateral-force Procedure.
3.5 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES These sections include the requirements and

limitations of the two lateral force design pro-
1627.8.1 General. Any structure may be, and certain cedures.
structures defined below shall be, designed using the
dynamic lateral–force procedures of Section 1629. The UBC is more restrictive in limiting the use

of a static approach and is more conservative
than NEHRP.
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1994 Uniform Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

SECTION 1628 — MINIMUM DESIGN LAT-
ERAL FORCES AND RELATED EFFECTS

1628.1 General. Structures shall be designed for seis-
mic forces coming from any horizontal direction.

The design seismic forces may be assumed to act con-
currently in the direction of each principal axis of the
structure, except as required by Section 1631.1.

Seismic dead load, W, is the total dead load and appli-
cable portions of other loads listed below.

1. In storage and warehouse occupancies, a minimum
of 25 percent of the floor live load shall be applicable.

2. Where a partition load is used in the floor design, a
load of not less than 10 pounds per square foot (psf)
(0.48 kN/m2) shall be included.

3. Design snow loads of 30 pounds per square foot
(psf,) (1.44 kN/m2) or less need not be included.
Where design snow loads exceed 30 psf (1 .44 kNlm2)
the design snow load shall be included, but maybe re-
duced up to 75 percent where consideration of siting,
configuration and load duration warrant when ap-
proved by the building official.

4. Total weight of permanent equipment shall be in-
cluded.

The value of C need not exceed 2.75 and maybe used
for any stmcture without regard to soil type or struc-
ture period.

Except for those provisions where code–prescribed
forces are scaled up by 3 (Rw/8) the minimum value
of the ratio C/Rw shall be 0.075.

CHAPTER 4 Both NEHRP and the UBC formu-

EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURE las to determine base shear have

4.1 GENERAL
similar factors. This includes the
seismic response factor “R”, the soil

4.2 SEISMIC BASE SHEAR: The seismic base shear (V) in a factor “S”, and the building weight.
given direction shall be determined in accordance with the follow- Because one design use the strength
ing equation: approach and the other a working

stress approach there is no simple
v = Csw method of comparing them. They do

however result a building with the
where: same level of safety. The 1992

CABO study detailed the compari-
Cs = the seismic design coefficient determined in accordance with son of design.
Sec. 4.2.1 and

W = the total load and applicable portions of other loads listed be-
low:

1. In areas used for storage, a minimum of 25 percent of the floor
live load shall be applicable. Floor live load in public garages and
open parking structures is not applicable.

2. Where an allowance for partition load is included in the floor
load design, the actual partition weight or a minimum weight of 10
pounds per square foot of floor area, whichever is greater, shall be
applicable.

3. Total operating weight of permanent equipment.

4. In area where the design snow load is less than 30 pounds per
square foot, the load factor on Qs is permitted to be taken as zero.
In areas where the design snow load is greater than 30 pounds per
square foot and where siting and load duration conditions warrant
and when approved by the regulatory agency, the load factor on
Qs is permitted to be reduced to not less than 0.2.

The value of Cs shall be determined in accordance with Eq. 4-2,4-
3, or 4-3a as appropriate.



1994 Uniform Building Code 1991 NEHRP Provisions Comments

CHAPTER 5

DYNAMIC LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURES MODAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

1629.1 General. Dynamic analyses procedures, when
used, shall confofi to the crit&ia established in this
section. The anal ysis shall be based on an appropriate (The NEHRP procedure being similar to the UBC’S is

ground motion representation and shall be performed not reproduced here. Only the general chapter number

using accepted principles of dynamics. Structures is presented.)

which are designed in accordance with this section
shall comply with all other applicable requirements of
these provisions.

Both the UBC and NEHRP require a dynamic
analysis except in a case where an ELF or
static approach is permitted. The NEHRP pro-
cedure is modeled afier the traditional static
approach. It is simpler than the UBC. Build-
ings using either approach will provide an
equivalent level of safety.

I
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SECTION 1630 — LATERAL FORCE ON ELE-
MENTS OF STRUCTURES, NONSTRUCTU-
RAL COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT SUP-
PORTED BY STRUCTURES

1630.1 General. Elements of structures and their at-
tachments, permanent nonstructural components and
their attachments, and the attachments for permanent
equipment supported by a structure shall be designed
to resist the total design seismic forces prescribed in
Section 1630.2. Attachments for floor or roof
mounted equipment weighing less than 400 pounds
(18 1 kg), and furniture need not be designed.

Attachments shall include anchorages and required
bracing. Friction resulting from gravity loads shall not
be considered to provide resistance to seismic forces.

When the structural failure of the lateral force–resist-
ing systems of nonrigid equipment would cause a life
hazard, such systems shall be designed to resist the
seismic forces prescribed in Section 1630.2.

When allowable design stresses and other acceptance
criteria are not contained in or referenced by this
code, such criteria shall be obtained from approved
national standards.

1630.2 Design for Total Lateral Force. The total de-
sign lateral seismic force, Fp, shall be determined
from the following formula

FP=ZIPCPWP

CHAPTER 8 Both the UBC and NEHRP have requirements
for the design of non-structural c~mponents

ARCHITECTURAL, MECHANICAL, AND ELEC- and elements.
TRICAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS.

The NEHRP approach is to provide a very
specific listing of requirements by component.
The provisions consider survivability and de-
fines performance based on Superior (S),
Good (G) and Low (L) requirements.

The UBC uses the importance factor (I) to de-
fine those components requiring a greater de-
gree of survivability.

Some seismic design requirements for compo-
nents are located in different chapters in the
UBC making them less easy for a designer to
find. The NEHRP requirements are all in one
location.

The values of Z and Ip shall be the values used for the
structure from Tables 16--1and 16-K.



E. ASCE 7-93 Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and
Other Structures

ASCE 7-93 is a standard developed by the American Society of Civil
Engineers. It has undergone a consensus process approved by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The standard includes
loads for buildings including vertical and wind as well as seismic
forces. Before responsibility for maintaining this standard was taken
over by ASCE, it was called ANSI A 58.1.

ASCE 7-93 adopts the NEHRP Provisions in standard format similar to
a code. While there may be minor differences, use of ASCE 7-93 and
its Appendixwill result in a structure that is substantially equivalent to
one designed under the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

ASCE 7-93 takes a very good approach to the load factor equations.
The body of the standard clearly defines the load factors to be used for
the allowable stress method and those that are to be used for strength
design. Then the seismic provisions clearly spell out the revised for-
mulas to be used with seismic design.

Specifically the following summarizes our observations:

The Appendix must be adopted for ASCE 7-93 to be
substantially equivalent to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

The masonry chapter still maintains some of the confusion in
ACI/ASCE 530 in converting from seismic zones to SPC design
requirements.

Becauseof the way the materials sections and load combinations
are organized, ASCE 7-93 may be more user friendly as a
design document than the NEHRP Provisions. Examples include
the organization of load combination factors discussed above.

The wood section has clearer provisions for designing in either
allowable stress or strength design methods.

Observations in ‘1’hii Study

The following differences were noted in the review of the seismic
design provisions of the ASCE 7-93 Standard.

There is no requirement for ties between spread footings in SPC D
and E buildings in ASCE 7-93. Such a provision is contained in the
NEHRP Provisions. A similar situation occurs in the UBC. This is
an engineeringjudgement issue and does not affect safety.
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NEHRP Section 1.4.2.5 Group III Function - NEHRP has a require-
ment for designated seismic systems to be, so far a practical, func-
tional during and after an earthquake. ASCE 7-93 does not have this
requirement. The NEHRP provision may be difficult to enforce,
There is no safety issue with this not being included in ASCE 7-93.

ASCE 7-93 has adopted higher R values for IMF and OMF concrete
frames. The result of this is that the structures are designed for a lower
base shear than under NEHRP. This is less restrictive than the 1991
NEHRP. The 1994 NEHRP has reportedly revised its R values and
ASCE 7-93 and NEHRP will be the same in the future. Since the 1994
NEHRP will have the same values, there is no safety implication of
this difference.

Section 3.8 of NEHRP defines the Deflection and Drift Limits. ASCE
7-93 allows greater drift than NEHRP. Drift limits are a damage
control measure and do not affect safety. Drift limits are shown in
Table 11.

For architectural components, ASCE 7-93 has simplified the partition
bracing requirements of NEHRP. There is no safety issue with this
change.

ASCE 7-93 has reduced the design PCF for some architectural,
mechanical and electrical components and elevators in some SPC
categories. These are shown in the tables in Chapter 4, Conclusions.
These changes appear to be judgment changes on risk and do not
affect safety.

On the following pages is a partial side by side comparison of selected pro-
visions of the 1993 ASCE 7-93 and 1991 NEHRP provisions. These are to
provide a sense of how ASCE 7-93 compares to NEHRP but do not illus-
trate all the provisions or all the differences. Selected differences between
NEHRP and ASCE 7-93 are shown in the side by side comparison.
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9. Earthquake Loads

9.1 General Provisions

9.1.1 Purpose. Section 9 presents criteria for the de-
sign and construction of buildings and similar struc-
tures subject to earthquake ground motions. The
specified earthquake loads are based upon post-elastic
energy dissipation in the structure, and because of this
fact, the provisions for design, detailing, and con-
struction shall be satisfied even for structures and
members foi which load combinations that do not
contain the earthquake effect indicate larger demands
than combinations including earthquake.

9.1.2 Scope. Every building, and portion thereof,
shall be designed and constmcted to resist the effects

U of earthquake motions as prescribed by these provi-
0 sions. Additions to existing buildings also shall be

designed and constructed to resist the effects of earth-
quake motions as prescribed by these provisions. Ex-
isting buildings and alterations to existing buildings
need only comply with these provisions when re-
quired by Sees. 9.1.3.1 through 9.1.3.3.

Exceptions:

1. Buildings located where the effective peak veloc-
ity-related acceleration (Av) value read from Map 9-2
is less than 0.05 shall only be required to comply with
Sec. 9.3.6.1.

2. Detached one- and two-family dwellings that are
located in seismic map areas having an effective peak
velocity-related acceleration (Av) value less than 0.15
are exempt from the requirements of these provisions.

3. Agricultural storage buildings that are intended
only for incidental human occupancy are exempt from
the requirements of these provisions.

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1 PURPOSE

1.2 SCOPE: Every building, and portion thereo~
shall be designed by these provisions. Additions to
existing buildings also shall be designed and con-
structed to resist the effects of earthquake motions
determined as prescribed by these provisions. Exist-
ing buildings and alterations and repairs to existing
buildings need only comply with these provisions
when required by Sec. 1.3.1 through 1.3.3.

EXCEPTIONS:
1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings that
are located in seismic map areas having an ef-
fective peak velocity-related acceleration (Av)
value less than 0.15 are exempt from the re-
quirements of these provisions.

2. Agricultural storage buildings that are in-
tended only for incidental human occupancy are
exempt from the requirements of these provi-
sions.

3. Buildings located in seismic map areas hav-
ing an efiective peak velocity-related accelera-
tion (Av) value less than 0.05 shall only be
required to comply with Sec. 3.6.1.

Special structures including, but not limited to,
bridges, transmission towers, industrial towers and
equipment, piers and wharves, hydraulic structures,
and nuclear reactors require special consideration of
their response characteristics and environment that is
beyond the scope of these provisions.

The following sections contain selected text
from the ASCE 7-93 seismic design provi-
sions.

These provisions are word for word based on
the 1991 NEHRP Provisions and are equal to
NEHRP.

ASCE 7-93 contains an Appendix with modi-
fications to national material design standards.
For proper use of ASCE 7-93, the Appendix
must be also used.

The applicability of ASCE 7-93 is the same
as the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.



ASCE 7-93 1991NEHRP Provisions Comments

Other structures including, but not limited to, bridges,
transmission towers, industrial towers and equipment,
piers and wharves, hydraulic structures, and nuclear
reactors require special consideration of their re-
sponse characteristics and environment that is beyond
the scope of these provisions.

.1.6 Quality Assurance. The performance required of build- 1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE
ings in Seismic Performance Categories C, D, or E requires
th;t special attention be paid to @ality assurance during

CJ) construction. Refer to A.9,1.6 for supplementary provi-
A sions.

ASCE 7-93 has the complete Section in Appen-
dix A. The Appendix must be adopted for
ASCE to be equal to NEHRP.



ASCE 7-93 1991 NEHRP Provkions Comments

9.7 Foundation Design Requirements

9.7.1 General. Sec. 9.7 sets requirements for loads
that foundations must resist and for investigations to
establish critical geotechnical parameters.

9.7.5 Foundation Requirements for Seismic Per-
@ formance Categories D and E. Foundations for
ul buildings assigned to Categories D and E shall con-

form to all of the requirements for Category C con-
struction and to the additional requirements of this
section.

9.8 Architectural, Mechanical, And Electrical
Components And Systems

9.8.1 General. Sec. 9.8 establishes minimum design
levels for architectural, mechanical, and electrical sys-
tems and components recognizing occupancy use, oc-
cupant load, and need for operational continuity.

All architectural, mechanical, and electrical systems
and components and systems in buildlngs shall be de-
signed and constructed to resist seismic forces deter-
mined in accordance with this Section.

Exceptions:

CHAPTER 7

FOUNDATION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

7.1 GENERAL. This chapter includes only those
foundation requirements that are specifically related to
seismic resistant construction. It assumes compliance
with all other basic requirements. These requirements
include, but are not limited to, provisions for the ex-
tent of the foundation investigation, fills to be present
or to be placed in the building area, slope stability,
subsurface drainage, and settlement control. Also in-
cluded are pile requirements and capacities and bear-
ing and lateral soil pressure recommendations.

7.5 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES D
AND E

CHAPTER 8

ARCHITECTURAL, MECHANICAL, AND
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

8.1 GENERAL: This chapter establishes minimum
design levels for architectural, mechanical, and
electrical systems and components recognizing oc-
cupancy use, occupant load, and need for opera-
tional continuity.

All architectural, mechanical, and electrical sys-
tems and components and systems in building shall
be designed and constructed to resist seismic forces
determined in accordance with this chapter.

The foundation provisions in ASCE 7-93 are
the same as in NEHRP. Certain sections are in
the Appendix rather than the body of the pro-
visions

ASCE does not contain the provision for con-
tinuous ties between spread footing that are in
NEHRP. This is an engineering judgment is-
sue and has no safety implications.

Requirements for non-structural components
are the same as in NEHRP. ASCE has simpli-
fied the charts in a manner similar to BOCA
and SBCCI. The differences are typically ex-
emptions to sesimci design loads. These differ-
ences are shown in the tables 11, 12, and 13 in
Chapter IV, Conclusions and Findings.



F. 1992 CABO One and Two Familv Dwelling Code

General

The CAM One and Two Family Dwelling Code (CXBO) is a
prescriptive document intended for primary use with conventional light
frame construction.

The CABO code does permit its use for townhouses of not more than
three stories in height. A townhouse is a multi-family buildiig, with the
number of units limited by the fire rating of the building, division wall
construction and allowable area of construction.

Background

In the 1992 study the CABO code was found to be substantially
equivalent to the 1988 NEHRP Provisions for detached buildings of
conventional light framing that are not more than 2 stories or 35 fczt in
height in areas where the Av>O. 15. The NEHRP Provisions require
detached dwellings greater than 2 stones or 35 feet to be designed for
earthquake forces. In areas where the Av <0.15, detached one and two
family dwellings of 3 stories or less are exempt from the NEHRP
Provisions.

Townhouses, which are multi-family structures, are required by the
NEHRP Provisions to be designed when the Av >0.05. Thus if the
CABO code was used for this type of structure, typically SPC B,C, and
D, it would not be significantly equivalent to the level of seismic safety
in the 1988 NEHRP Provisions.

Specifically the study noted the following:

Maps were different in CABO and in the 1988 NEEIRP
Provisions.

CABO permitted let-in braces for walls of one story dwellings
and the top story of multi-family dwellings. NEHRP would
require solid sheathing as the lateral force resisting element.

The NEHRP Provisions require reinforcing steel in masonry
buildings in SPC C,D and E whereas CABO required it only in
Seismic Zones 3 and 4.

Current Study

The current study found no changes to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions or
the 1992 CABO code that would change the findings of the previous re-
port. The CABO code meets the intent of the 1991 NEHRP Provisions
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for buildings not more than two stories or 35 feet in height of conven-
tional light frame construction.

A townhouseis a multi-ftiy dwelling under the NEHRP Provisions and
the use of the 1992 CABO code for this type of occupancy for buildings
requiring design would not be considered equivalent. Thus the townhouse
provisions could only be Wnsidered in areas where the Av<0.05.

Specifically the following summarizes our findings of the differences be-
tween the 1991 NEHRP Provisions and the 1992 CABO cock

The 1991 NEHRP Provisions contains requirements for “bracing
walls” which act as crosswalks. These are limited to 25 f~t on
center with an exceptionto 35 feet. CABOhas no similar provision.
However, the type of buildings constructed under the CABO code
will probably never be of the size where the rooms are more than
the NEHRP limitation.

The CABOand NEHRP Provisions wall sheathingrequirements are
equivalent. CABO does permit the use of let-in braces in some
cases, which is less than what NEHRP requires.

Both CABO and NEHRP Provisions contain equivalent provisions
for wall framing details such as top and bottom plates.

CABOrequires a continuous foundation. Althoughthe requirement
for a continuous footing is not specific in the NEHRP Provisions,
it may be implicit since it assumes a designed building.

The CABO code is inadequate for masonry connections. CABO
permits connectionswith crossgrain bending, specificallyprohibited
in the NEHRP Provisions. Ledger bolt spacing may be less than
that required by calculation in NEHRP. NEHRP Provisions
requires connection strength to be a minimum of 1000 Av, which
will require closer anchor bolt spacing than that shown in the
prescriptive sketches in the CABOcode.

Figure 3 on the following page summarizes the process in the 1991
NEHRP Provisions for determining the applicability of provisions for 1
and 2 family dwellings. Figure 4 summarizes the CABO code
applicability and the prescriptive provisions included therein.

The tables following these charts compare the CABO and the 1991
NEHRP Provisions for masonry and conventional light wood frame
dwelling construction.
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Table 3- CABO Masonry Review

CABO Section NEHRP Discussion
No. Section No.

3404.10 AC1/ASCE 530 Reinforcing steel - CABO uses AC1/ASCE 530 as its basis for the provisions. Both CABO and
Appendix A ACVASCE 530 call for reinforcing steel only in buildings in Seismic Zones 3 and 4. NEHRP

requires reinforcing steel in SPC C, D and E buildings. An SPC C building could be located in
Seismic Zone 2. Thus CABO is therefore less conservative than NEHRP.

~ 404.7 and ACVASCE 530 Height to thickness ratio - Height to thickness ratios for masonry walls are based on AC1/ASCE
$C1/ASCE 530 9.5.1 530 in both NEHRP and CABO. They are the same in each.

3404.9 9.9.2.2 Wall anchorage - CABO contains standard details drawings for the connection between a
masonry wall and the ledger and diaphragm. NEHRP prohibits the use of toe nailing and
crossgrain bending in such connections. The details in CABO show crossgrain bending. The
masonry wall provisions are therefore less consewative in CABO.

A
o

1991 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Projecl
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Table 3 Continued - CABO Conventional Light Wood Framing

CABO Section NEHRP Section Discussion
No. No.

3NE 9.8.1.1 Crosswall Spacing - NEHRP has a criteria for the maximum spacing of “bracing walls.”
These are walls normal to the wall being considered. The maximum spacing is 25 feet
with 35 feet being permitted in SPC-B. CABO has no such provision and is thus less
conservative than NEHRP.

402.10 9.8.3 Wall Sheathing - Each code has requirements for solid sheathing of walls. CABO
divides requirements by Seismic Zone with special provisions in Zones 3 and 4. CABO
will also allow the use of let-in bracing in Seismic Zones 3 and 4 and the top story of
multi-story buildings, NEHRP requires wood sheathing.

303 9.8.2,1 Anchor Bolts to Foundation - CABO requires anchor bolts at 6 feet on center. NEHRP
requires anchors at 6 feet O.C.

402.3 and 402.4 9.8.2.2 Top Plates - CABO requires double top plates for exterior walls and interior bearing
walls, with some exceptions. NEHRP-91 requires double top plates where Av <0.15.
The two codes are equal for all practical purposes.

402.3 9.8.2.3 Bottom Plates - Both CABO and NEHRP require bottom plates for walls.

402.9 9.8.1.2 Cripple Wall Bracing - Both CABO and NEHRP require cripple stud walls to be braced.

303 and R304 Foundations - Both CABO and NEHRP require continuous foundations under exterior
walls.

1991 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project
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G. Materials Criteria and Reference Standards
Comparison

Model codes adopt the national standards developed by industry and other
groups for specific construction materials. Depending on specific code
needs, these may be modified. The code will either publish the entire mate-
rial design document with changes or only the revised sections. In the case
of seismic design, the model codes, ASCE 7, and NEHRP Provisions have
adopted these nationally recognized design documents and have made
modifications to them. This section discusses each of the standard con-
struction materials, contains a table identifying the adopted standards by
model code and ASCE 7 and provides comments on the implication of
changes.

Wood at this time remains an allowable stress design procedure. Each
code modifies the wood criteria to achieve a strength design approach.
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Wood Design

The wood and masonry sections are the least consistent nationally. The
1991 NEHRP Provisions differs substantially from BOCA and SBCCI;
the model codes are more conservative. ASCE 7 is similar to BOCA and
SBCCI in its wood provisions

Wood design in all the codes and the NEHRP Provisions adopt the Na-
tional Design Specifications (NDS) developed and maintained by the Na-
tional Forest Products Association (NFoPA). Table 3 shows the adopted
provisions and the edition specified in the model codes and NEHRP Provi-
sions.

Differences may occur where the NEHRP Provisions adopts the 1986 Edi-
tion of the NDS and BOCA adopts the 1991 Edition of the NDS. SBCCI
and UBC adopt the 1986 Edition. The implication of this is that the 1991
NDS is more restrictive in the bolt values. This will have an effect on seis-
mic design where drag or collector members are utilized. Use of the 1991
Edition of the NIX is more conservative than the NEHRP Provisions.

The other issue related to wood design occurs in the load combinations.

NEHRP uses a $ factor to adjust allowable ultimate loads. BOCA and
SBC do not use this approach and are, in effect, more conservative.

Wall bracing requirements in BOCA differ from those of the NEHRP Pro-
visions for conventional light framing. NEHRP Provisions places a limit
of 1 story or 20 feet in height for SPC - C buildings. BOCA allows 2 story
or 30 feet in height for SPC - C buildings. This section has varying wall
bracing requirements based on SPC and Av. Buildings designed under
BOCA may have greater story drift than a building designed under the
1991 NEHRP Provisions. The significance of this is the potential for
greater property damage. It does not reduce safety and is considered sig-
nificantly equivalent to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

The UBC too has provisions for conventional framed structures. In Seis-
mic Zones O, 1, 2 and 3 the requirements for crosswalks and bracing are
significantly equivalent to the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.
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Table 4- Reference Documents - Wood

Standard Dec. NUMBER YEAR NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

National Design Specifications for Stress NFoPA T901 1986 J 1991 / J J
Grade Lumber & Fastenings

Softwood Plywood - Constr. & Industrial PS 1-83 1983 d d d J

Wood Particleboard ANSI A 208.1 1989 d d d d J

Pressure Preservation - All Timber AWPA Cl 1988 / 1992 1990 d

Pressure Treatment of Timber ASTM DI 760-86a 1986 d

Structural Glue Laminated Timber ANS1/AITC A 190.1 1983 d 1992 d J

Design & Man. Softwood Glu-Lam AITC 117 1989 1 d 1987 1987/88 d J

Wood Poles ANSI 05.1 1988 J J J

Round Timber Piles ASTM D25 1988
A

d 1991 d J
-F. Gypsum Wallboard ASTM C36-84 1984 d 1992 1985 J

Fiberboard Nail-Base Sheathing ASTM D2277-87 1987 #- /

Plywood Design Specifications APA 1986 d d d

Diaphragms APA 1987 J J

Structural Use Panels APA PRP 108 1988 d J

Design Caps. of APA Structural Use Panels APA N375 1988 J d

1591 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project



Steel Design

Steel design is all based on the Specification for Structural Steel Buildings
developed by the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc. All the
model codes, ASCE 7, and NEHRP adopt the AISC specifications.
NEHRP makes a few modifications to AISC. Differences between
NEHRP and the model codes are not considered to have any design impli-
cations and the provisions are equivalent.

Several other standards,none of which have a seismic design implication,
are referenced in the NEHRP Provisions.

Table 5 includes a summary of the adopted steel design specifications and
year by code.
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Table 5- Reference Documents - Steel

NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

WSC LRFD 1986 W. 1989 SUp- K’ J /1 993 J J
plement

NSC ASD 1989 d J J J d

i41Sl1986 w. 1989 addendum d d d d J

ANsl/AscE-8 -1990 d d d 8/ J

STEEL JOISTS & JOIST d 1992 1992 1985 d
GIRDERS (SJI) 1990

STEEL CABLES AISI 1973 d d d d /

SEISMIC PROVISIONS FOR d d J
STRUCTURAL STEEL BUILD-
INGS AISC 92

MSI (LRFD) -91 d 1990 d v“

1s91 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project
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Concrete Desian

Concrete design is based on the Recommended Provisions for Concrete
Design (ACI 3 18) developed by the American Concrete Institute (ACI).

Each model code, ASCE 7, and the NEHRP Provisions adopt these provi-
sions with changes. The UBC makes extensive revisions to the detailing
provisions of ACI and is generally more restrictive than the NEHRP Provi-
sions. The NEHRP Provisions have minor changes to ACI relative to de-
tailing. Both BOCA and SBCCI have the same modifications to ACI as
the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. ASCE 7 makes similar changes to the con-
crete requirements.

The reference concrete specifications are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6- Reference Documents - Reinforced Concrete

NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

American Concrete Institute, d d J d d
ACI 318-89, excluding Appen-
dix A

-P
a

1991 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project
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Masonry Design

Masonry design provisions have never been standardized or consistent.
The ACI/ASCE 530-88 Building Code Requirements for Masonry Struc-
tures is the fiist national model developed by a consensus process.

The ACI/ASCE 530 provisions have been adopted by NEHRP, BOCA
and SBC and ASCE 7. ACIIASCE 530 retains seismic zones. The 1991
NEHRP includes a chart converting seismic zones to SPC categories. This
same chart is adopted by BOCA, SBCCI and ASCE 7. The table below,
from NEHRP, illustrates how ACI/ASCE 530 is converted from Seismic
Zones to SPC categories.

BOCA modifies the empirical provisions of ACI/ASCE 530 in a manner
that is more restrictive than NEHRP,

The UBC has its own chapter for masonry. The UBC contains provisions
for strength design of masonry. This is included as an appendix in
NEHRP. There are minor differences between NEHRP and the UBC.
NEHRP has more restrictive detailing and closer spacing requirements for
running bond and stacked masonry. The UBC has more detailed require-
ments for masonry structures in Seismic Zones 3 and 4. There are no
safety implications from these differences.

The masonry provisions of all the reviewed documents are considered
equivalent to NEHRP. Table 7 notes which codes adopt ACI/ASCE 530
and the edition.

Seismic Zones and Replacement Seismic Performance
Categories

Seismic Zone Seismic Performance
Category

.0 and 1 Aand B

2 c
3and4 D and E
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I Table 7- Reference Documents - Masonry

NEHRP BOCA SBCCl UBC ASCE

ACI 530-88/ASCE 5-88, includ- J I/ d 1992J
ing Appendix A, Special Provi-
sions for Seismic Design and
Specifications for Masonty
Structures, ACI 530.1-
881ASCE 6-88

1991 NEHRP/Model Building Codes Comparison Project
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H. Foundation Requirements Com~arison

Foundation design requirements are contained in different chapters of the
building codes than the structural design chapter. Each code has specific
provisions for various foundations including spread footings and piles.
Seismic design and detailing provisions are found in these chapters.

The 1991 NEHRP Provisions contain a number of detail modifications to
foundation design for seismic requirements. The foundation design provi-
sions of BOCA and SBC are the same as the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

NEHRP requires a soils investigation for SPC C, D and E. Both BOCA
and SBC require an investigation for SPC D and E only. Since the require-
ment is to use the most restrictive soil type if there is no geotechnical in-
vestigation, the implication is that BOCA and SBCCI are more conserva-
tive than NEHRP.

The SBC contains a lesser requirement for concrete pile reinforcing steel
ties. NEHRP requires 1/2 inch diameter ties in piles greater than 20 inches
in diameter. In SPC, 3/8 inch minimum ties maybe used for these piles.
This applies to SPC D and E. NEHRP permits the 3/8 inch ties in piles
less than 20 inches in diameter. This tends to be an engineering judgment
and is not a significant difference between NEHRP and SBCCI.

ASCE 7-93 is similar to BOCA and SBCCI in its foundation requirements.

The 1994 UBC is consistent with NEHRP for pile and caisson foundations
and interconnecting ties.

All codes require horizontal crossties at the top of pile footing and caps.
These are for pile stability. NEHRP requires interconnecting ties for
spread footings in SPC categories D and E. The UBC does not require
foundation ties for spread footings in similar occupancies and building
types. This is an engineering judgment on the need for such ties. The im-
plication is that the UBC is less conservative than NEHRP. There are no
safety implications due to this difference.

Table 8 provides a crosswalk between the various codes and maybe used
for comparison purposes.
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Table 8- Foundations

FOUNDATION TYPE NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

‘ILES and SPC Groups

‘ile Ties - C,D, & E 7.4.3 1816.11.2 1805.4.3 1807.2 9.7.4.3

‘ile Bending - D&E 7.5.3 1816.3 1805.10.2 1809.5.1 (3& 4) 9.7.5.3

lteel - (Pile Cap Connection)

D&E 7.5.3.5 1818.3 1807.4 A.9.7.5.3.5

:oncrete Filled Steel Pipe

C, D&E 7.4.4.3 1819.3 1808.4.2 A.9.7.4.4.I

killed (Uncased) Concrete
‘iles, Piers & Caissons

c 7.4.4.1 1820.1 .2.1 1809.1.4 A.9.7.4.4

D&E 7.5.3.1 1820.1 .2.1 1809.1.4 1809.5.2.2 (3& 4) A.9.7.5.3.2

‘recast Reinforced Concrete

Reinf.C, D & E 7.4.4.4 1821.1 1810.2.1 & 1808.4.2 & A.9.7.4.4.2
1809.1.4 1809.5.2.2

Ties D&E 7.5.3.3 1816.11.2 1810.2.1 & A.9.7.5.3.2
1809.1.4

Ietal Cased Concrete

c 7.4.4.2 1820.1 .2.1 & 1809.1.4 A.9.7.4.4.2
1820.5.4.1

D&E 7.5.3.2 1820.1 .2.1 & 1809.1.4 A.9.7.5.3.2
1820.5.4.1

)recasti Prest ressed Concrete

Ties C, D & E 7.4.4.5 1809.1.4 1808.5.2 A.9.7.4.4.5

Reinf D & E 7.5.3.4 1821.3.6 1810.3.7 1809.5.2.3(3 &4) A.9.7.5.3.4



I
Table 8 Cont... - Foundations

FOUNDATION TYPE NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

ONCRETE PILE CAPS

C, D&E 7.4.4 1816.11.1 & 1805.10.2 A.9.7.4.4
1820.3

PREAD FOOTING TIES

D&E 7.5.2 1802.2.1 1804.5.3

OLE-TYPE STRUCTURES

C, D&E 7.4.2 1804.9.2 1806.7 9.7.4.2

WESTIGATION

c 7.4.1 1804 9.7.4.1

D&E 7.5.1 1802.1.1 1804.9.1 9.7.5.1

.



I. Qualitv Assurance Provisions

Construction quality control for structures other than dwellings typically
involves field inspection by a special inspector. This inspector will ob-
serve reinforcing steel in place, concrete placement, field welding, installa-
tion of high strength bolts and construction of masonry utilizing higher
stresses. Typically there are no inspection requirements for non-structural
components.

The NEHRP Provisions include very detailed requirements for construc-
tion quality control. Included are requirements for both structural compo-
nents and non-structural components. There are many subcategories for
some non-structural components such as partitions. The NEHRP Provi-
sions also have a special requirement for a quality assurance program for
SPC categories D and E. In general the NEHRP Provisions are more re-
strictive than the traditional building code in quality control requirements.

There are no significant changes to the model codes, except for the UBC
as discussed below, in the inspection requirements.

The model codes all codes require independent, or special, inspection of
selected structural components and building types. All structural inspec-
tion in the model codes is equivalent to the NEHRP Provisions. BOCA
and SBC have less inspection requirements for nonstructural components
than the NEHRP Provisions. There is no specific safety implication of
this,

The UBC has similar requirements to the NEHRP Provisions for quality
control of structural elements. UBC has additional requirements for “struc-
tural observation” in the 1994 edition. The UBC has no specific inspection
requirements for nonstructural components.

ASCE 7-93 contains quality assurance requirements similar to those in the
NEHRP Provisions.

The NEHRP Provisions, beginning in the 1991 Edition, permit “periodic
inspection.” This is less conservative than required in the 1988 NEHRP
Provisions.

Table 9 is a side by side comparison of quality control provisions. The ta-
ble indicates what each code requires and whether continuous or periodic
inspection. Table 10 shows the requirements for special testing of materi-
als.
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Table 9- Quality Assurance - Special Inspection

lns~ection Item NEHRP BOCA SBCCi UBC ASCE NOTES

TRUCTURAL

OUNDATIONS: Piles And Caissons 1.6.2.1 1705.8 and 1708.7 1701.5 No. A.9.1 .6.2.1
1705.9 11

● ● ● ●

iEINFORCING STEEL

VC SMRF 1.6.2.2.1 1705.4.2 1708.4 1701.5 No. A.9.1 .6.2.2.1 BOCA -
3 General

o ● ● ● Daily

VC OMRF and shear walls 1.6.2.2.2 1705.4.2 1708.4 A.9.1 .6.2.2 ASCE for IMF
not OMF

o ● ● o

Velding 1.6.2.2.3 1705.4.2 1708.4 1701.5 No. 5 A.9.1 .6.2.2.3

● ● ● ● ●

;TRUCTURAL CONCRETE

)rilled Piers, Caissons, WC Frames, Shear Walls 1.6.2.3 1705.4.4 1708.4 1701.5 No. A.9.1 .6.2.3 SBCC -
1 and 3 Frames and

Shear Walls

o s ● ● o

● Designates Continuous Inspection

O Designates Perodic Inspection
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Table 9 Cont... - Quality Assurance - Special Inspection

nspection Item NEHRP BOCA SBCCI LIBC ASCE NOTES

1.6.2.4 1705.4 1708.4 1701.5 A.9.1 .6.2.4Jrestressed Concrete

No. l&4

Steel Placing o 1705.4.2 0 0 0 SBC -[n
e SMRFS,

OMRFS and
shear walls

Concrete e 1705.4.4 e e
o

Stressing and Grouting e 1705.4.5 e o e

1705.4.5.1
s

5TRUCTU RAL MASONRY 1.6.2.5 1705.5 1708.5 1701.5 A.9.1 .6.2.5

No. 7

During mortar, reinf. placing and laying @ e o e o SBCC
Location and
installation of
reinforcing in
reinforced
masonry
shear walls.

Prior to grouting o e e

During reinf. welding, grouting, consolidation ● e e e e

and reconsolidation

e Designates Continuous Inspection

O Designates Perodic Inspection
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Table 9 Cont... - Quality Assurance - Special Inspection

wpection Item NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE NOTES

structural STEEL 1.6.2.6 1705.3 1708.2 1701.5
No. 5

Uelding 1.6.2.6.1 1705.3.3.2 1708.2.1 A.9.1 .6.2.G
.1 .1

● ● e ● @

Single pass fillet or resistance weld WI qualified 1.6.2.6.1 1708.2.1 A.9.I .6.2.C
welder exception .1

Exception

o 0 0 0

connections

High Strength Bolts 1.6.2.6.2 1705.3.3.1 1708.3 1701.5 A.9.1 .6.2.6
No. 6 .2

0 0 0 0 0

;TRUCTURAL WOOD 1.6.2.7 1705.6 1708.6 A.9.I .6.2.7

Gluing ● ● ● ●

Nailing, bolting, etc. o ● ● o

. Designates Continuous Inspection

O Designates Perodic Inspection
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Table 9 Cont... - Quality Assurance - Special Inspection

nspection Item NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE NOTES

ION-STRUCTURAL

~RCHITECTURAL 1.6.2.8 1705.10 1708.8 /%9.1 .6.2.8 NEHRP for
PCF = 1 OR
1.5. BOCA &
SBC for SPC
tt~l,

Erection/ fastening of exterior and interior 1.6.2.8.1 1705.10 1708.8 A.9.I .6.2.~
architectural panels .1

0 @ e o

Adhesion or anchorage of veneers 1.6.2.8.2 1705.10 1708.8 A.9.1 .6.2.8
.2

0 8 e o

mechanical/ELECTRICAL 1.6.2.9 1705.11.1 1708.9 A.9.I .6.2.9 PCF= 1 or 1.5

Iotors, Rotating Machinery, Tanks, etc. o .0 0

1991 NEHRP/hlodel ❑uilding Codes Comparison Project
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Table 10- Special Testing

TESTING ITEM NEHRP BOCA SBCCI UBC ASCE

STRUCTURAL

REINF. AND PRESTRESS-
ING STEEL

Reinf. for SMRF’S, 1.6.3.1.1 1708.4 also A.9.1 .6.3.1.1
boundary members of OMRF’S
shear walls.

Prestressing steel 1.6.3.1.2 A.9.1 .6.3.1.2

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE 1.6.3.2 1705.4 1905 1905.6 A.9.I .6.3.2

STRUCTURAL MASONRY 1.6.3.3 1705.5 2104 2102.2 A.9.1 .6.3.3

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Welded connections 1.6.3.4.1 1705.3.3.2.1 1708.2.1 1703 A.9.1 .6.3.4.1
for SMRF and EBF

Full penetration welds 1.6.3.4.1 1708.2.2 1703- No. 1 A.9.1 .6.3.4.1
in joints and splices

Paftial penetration 1.6.3.4.2 1705.3.3.2.2 1708.2.2 1703- No. 2 A.9.1.6.3.4.2
welds in column
splices

Base metal >1.5” thick 1.6.3.4.3 1705.3 .3.2.3 1708.2.3 1703- No. 3 A.9.1 .6.3.4.3

NON-STRUCTURAL

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRl- 1.6.3.5 1705.11.2 A.9.1.6.3.5
CAL EQUIPMENT

REPORTING AND COMPLl- 1.6.4 105 A.9.1 .6.4.
ANCE

APPROVED MANUFAC- 1.6.5 1705.11.3 1708.9.3 A.9.1 .6.5
TURER CERTIFICATION

1991 NEHRP!Model Building Codes Comparison Projecl
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IV. Summarv and Conclusions

General

The 1993 BOCA and 1994 Standard Building Codes each adopt the
NEHRP Provisions in a building code format. While there are minor dif-
ferences, their use will result in a structure that has seismic design and
seismic safety equivalent to one designed under the 1991 NEHRP Provi-
sions.

The Uniform Building Code remains a working stress document and is not
directly comparable to the NEHRP Provisions. However the findings of
the previous study, described earlier in this report, found that design under
the UBC will provide a structure of equivalent safety to the NEHRP Provi-
sions. Changes from the 1991 version to 1994 version of the Uniform
Building Code incorporate additional provisions similar to those in the
NEHRP Provisions.

None of the model building codes contain a requirement for a quality as-
surance program as the NEHRP Provisions does for SHEG III structures.
However each has detailed inspection requirements for structural construc-
tion based on the materials types.

One factor in evaluating equivalence in the model codes is that each is
continuously being updated. This report is essentially a snapshot but the
target is moving. In the 1993 BOCA and SBCCI, there are different R val-
ues for certain concrete frame building types. These revised R factors are
reportedly a change to the 1994 NEHRP Provisions. Similar comments ap-
ply to the adoption of industry design standards for the various materials.

ASCE 7-93 adopts the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. The minor changes are
described below.

The CABO Code is prescriptive. R is substantially equivalent to the
NEHRP Provisions only for a certain buildings of conventional light
wood framing with additional limitations based on height and Av.

The following sumarizes our observations:

BOCA National Building Code

1993 BOCA/National Building Code (BOCA) - The BOCA seismic provi-
sions are almost word for word the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. The organi-
zation within the code has the same numbering flow as the NEHRP Provi-
sions, permitting quick reference. The specific differences are:
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Load Combinations - BOCA has a somewhat different approach to
the load combination requirements. BOCA has a working stress
approach to load combination for wood and a strength design ap-
proach for other materials. The NEHRP Provisions use a strength
design approach for all materials.

Story Drift - BOCA permits a greater story drift for SHEG Group I,
II and III in buildings 4 stories or less without brittle finishes and in
SHEG I buildings. A comparison of story drift limitations is shown
in Table 11.

Architectural and Mechanical Components - Some architectural
components not regulated by the NEHRP Provisions are included in
BOCA. The subtle differences in the NEHRP Provisions for parti-
tions are not included in BOCA. There are also minor differences in
SHEG I buildings with greater requirements in BOCA. Differences
in design values for architectural components, mechanical and elec-
trical equipment and elevators are shown in Tables 12, 13 and 14.

R Values - BOCA contains a R and Cd factor for plain concrete shear
wall structures that is not contained in the NEHRP Provisions. It also
has a higher R for ordinary and intermediate concrete frames. This
results in a lower base shear than the NEHRP Provisions.

SBCCI Standard Building Code

1994 Standard Building Code (SBCCI) - The SBCCI seismic provisions
are the same as the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. The organization within the
code has a numbering flow close to the NEHRP Provisions. The specific
differences are:

Load Combinations - SBCCI has a working stress approach to load
combinations for wood and a strength design approach for other
materials. The NEHRP Provisions use a strength design approach for
all materials.

Modal Analysis - One sentence giving an alternate computation for
dynamic analysis is not included in SBCCI.

Architectural and Mechanical Components - Some architectural
components not regulated by the NEHRP Provisions are included in
SBCCI. The subtle differences in the NEHRP Provisions for parti-
tions are not included in SBCCI. There are also minor differences in
SHEG I buildings with greater requirements in SBCCI. Differences
in design values for architectural components, mechanical and elec-
trical equipment and elevators are shown in Tables 12, 13 and 14.

R Values - SBCCI has higher R and Cd values for intermediate and
ordinary reinforced concrete frames. The NEHRP Provisions are 4
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ICBO

and SBCCI 5 for intermediate; the NEHRP Provisions are 2 and
SBCCI is 3 for ordinary concrete frames. This will result in a lower
base shear than the NEHRP Provisions.

Story Drift - SBCCI permits a greater story drift for SHEG Group I,
H and III in buildings 4 stories or less without brittle finishes and in
SHEG I buildings. (These are the same as the BOCA provisions.) A
comparison of story drift limitations is shown in Table 11.

Uniform Building Code

1994 Uniform Building Code (UBC) - The UBC adopts the seismic provi-
sions developed by the Structural Engineers Association of California
(SEAOC). The approach is a working stress design rather than the
strength design approach taken by the NEHRP Provisions. Thus the two
are not readily comparable. Within the engineering design provisions
there are equivalent sections illustrating that the technical approach is the
same. Within materials the same reference standards are used for concrete,
wood and steel. There are additional provisions for seismic design of con-
crete structures. The UBC has its own chapter on masonry. Changes to the
1994 UBC include picking up provisions in the NEHRP Provisions. An
example is the torsion design requirements for flexible diaphragms now
added to the UBC.

AS(2E 7-93

The ASCE 7-93 adopts the NEHRP Provisions in standard format similar
to a code. While there maybe minor differences, use of ASCE 7-93 and
Appendices will result in a structure that is the equivalent to one designed
under the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

ASCE 7-93 takes a very good approach to the load factor equations. The
body of the standard clearly defines the load factors to be used for the al-
lowable stress method and those that are to be used for strength design.
Then the seismic provisions clearly spell out the revised formulas to be
used with seismic design.

Specifically the following summarizes our observations:

There is no requirement for ties between spread footings in SPC D
and E buildings in ASCE 7-93. Such a provision is contained in the
NEHRP Provisions.

Because of the way the materials sections and load combinations are

organized, ASCE 7-93 maybe more accessible as a design document
than the NEHRP Provisions. Examples include the organization of
load combination factors discussed above.
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